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BY MARIA SANQUIRICO

(Editor’s Note: Starting with this issue and
every week CARIBBEAN BUSINESS will
run an article about opportunities in Central
Florida for business and those Puerto Ricans
who have taken advantage of them.)

ORLANDO: Three decades ago she made
roots in Orlando, but a mere 10 years ago

Carmen Domínguez entered her career path
and has grown to be the most successful Puerto
Rican woman homebuilder in Central Flori-
da…an unlikely choice in a field dominated by
men.

“Actually being in a man’s world is an advan-
tage, a matter of determination. It doesn’t real-
ly matter if it is a man’s or a woman’s world; if
that’s my goal, I just go for it,” said
Domínguez with a strong voice.

In 1991, at the age of 42, Domínguez shed
her previous title of stay-at-home mom of two
girls to become a contractor. Inspired by an
experience years before when she had super-
vised the construction of a new office building
for her husband’s medical practice,
Domínguez, then facing a divorce, decided to
enroll in contractor’s school. She was two
decades past her college years and barely

spoke any English. “I had to take each class
twice, because I had trouble understanding the
language” the now fluent English speaking
Domínguez says with a smile.

That was the beginning of a non-stop run.
In 1999, the Arecibo native, opened her own

business, Homes By Carmen Domínguez, sell-
ing homes from $600,000 to $5.5 million each.
Her secret? “I’m a homemaker who now makes
homes,” said Domínguez.

But it is precisely this perspective that gives
Carmen Domínguez the unique vision that she
brings to the custom homes that bear her name.
Attention to detail is evident throughout every
new home she builds, from where the light
switches will be placed to the type of paving for
the driveway. She matches her home designs
with the personalities of the home buyers.

“I take the time to listen to my clients. I want
to know what their expectations are and how
the needs of their lifestyle might be reflected in
their new home design,” said Domínguez. She
knows it’s the attention to detail that provides
the final sense of comfort and luxury which
distinguishes Carmen Domínguez custom
homes from all others. 

Several years of home building in Central
Florida has it benefits too—the respect and
admiration of colleagues, competitors and the

community alike. She even earned the title of
“industry celebrity” among her peers. But
don’t take it the wrong way; her daughter
Cristina, a former attorney who followed her
mom’s steps by opening her own business, a
decoration company in Miami named
Marimekko, makes it clear that even though
her mother may have achieved diva status she
doesn’t have attitude. 

Last year, her company Homes by Carmen
Domínguez was named Business of the Year
by the Hispanic Initiative Fund of Greater
Orlando and the Hispanic Chamber of Com-
merce of Metro Orlando. This past November,
Domínguez assumed the position of president
of the Orlando Homebuilders Association,
becoming the first woman, as well as the first
Hispanic, to hold the office. She also serves on
the executive committee of both Metro Orlando
and the Master Custom Builder Council and
sits on the board of directors of the Florida
Homebuilders Association as well as the
National Association of Homebuilders. She is

Carmen Domínguez: successful homebuilder
In a field dominated by men this Arecibo native

sees opportunities where others fear to tread

Continued on next page

Carmen Domínguez with her parents

Carmen Domínguez of Homes by Carmen
Domínguez
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BY GABRIEL PARRA BLESSING
gabriel@casiano.com

It was the news heard around the
Caribbean, and nowhere was it

heard louder, or caused more dis-
may, than in Puerto Rico. “Donald
Trump announces his latest interna-

tional real estate development at
Cap Cana, Dominican Republic,”
read the headline, comprised of
“real estate luxury products to be
developed representing an estimat-
ed value of over $2 billion.” After
more than 15 years in development
each, and stuck in permitting limbo
for more than a decade, developers
of the San Miguel Four Seasons
and Marriott Dos Mares projects in
Luquillo and Fajardo threw their
hands up in exasperation. The Katz
family, which has been trying to
develop Costa Serena in Piñones
for more than three decades, could
only let out a mournful sigh. Long-
time hoteliers and local tourism
industry leaders like Hugh Andrews
and Rick Newman tore at their hair,
thinning and graying by the minute.

However, Costa Serena, Four Sea-
sons and Dos Mares are the lucky
ones. At least the public knows
about them—if perhaps for the

wrong reasons—while the Puerto
Rico Tourism Co. (PRTC) has
grudgingly endorsed them, even if
La Fortaleza doesn’t quite know
what to do with them. In an ironic
twist of fate, while the PRTC has
made the so-called Porta del Sol in
the western region of the island per-

haps its No. 1 development and
marketing priority, the one large
resort everyone in the region seems
to agree would transform Porta del
Sol from a nascent pipe dream into
successful reality has failed to earn
the PRTC’s endorsement.

The project in question is the
more-than-$200 million Discovery
Bay Resort & Marina (CB Apr. 20,
2006), nine years in the making,
which would bring to the western
region of the island a development
it altogether lacks: not only a
world-class resort on a par with the
Westin Río Mar, El Conquistador
and soon-to-be Gran Melía on the
island’s east coast, but also a 500-
slip marina, the likes of which
exists nowhere between Ponce and
Arecibo. As Tommy Cordero, Pres-
ident of Cordeco Northwest and the
developer behind Discovery Bay,
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Porta del Sol mayors, hoteliers
clamor for Discovery Bay Resort

& Marina
After nine years in gestation, Fortaleza, Tourism Co.

still on the fence about project that advocates say
could make or break Porta del Sol

Continued on page 32

Developers of the Discovery Bay Resort & Marina hope to build 160 hotel rooms,
170 to 270 condo-hotel and timeshare units, a 500-boat marina and between 

550 and 650 residences.



TOURISM

points out: on that entire stretch of coast, there
are at most 300 available boat slips, one-tenth of
those available on the east coast.

What’s even more ironic about the PRTC’s
inaction regarding Discovery Bay is that, unlike
some of the aforementioned projects, the pro-
posed resort has earned the unqualified support
of all mayors in the region and the vast majority
of residents in their respective municipalities.
Even area hoteliers—who may otherwise be
excused for being territorial—sing the praises
of the resort, contending it would draw wide-
spread attention to a region they term otherwise
forgotten.

Although Discovery Bay will be located
mostly in the Barrio Espinar area of Aguada
and adjacent to Aguadilla Bay, virtually all
municipalities in the Porta del Sol region stand
to benefit from the project. “We have known
about this project since the beginning and all
the mayors in the area of Porta del Sol have
been 100% behind it,” Isabela Mayor Carlos
Delgado Altieri (PDP) told CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS. “Support for the project crosses
party lines and geographical boundaries.

“There is no resort like it in Porta del Sol,” he
continued, “one that can attract the sort of high-
end nautical tourism being siphoned off by a pro-
ject like Cap Cana. To see Donald Trump put his
weight behind a project like Cap Cana, while a
resort like Discovery Bay languishes largely for-
gotten, is heartbreaking,” Delgado commented,
adding, “In order for Porta del Sol to be success-
ful, we need a project like Discovery Bay.”

Delgado revealed that the Costa Isabela project,
which in the early 1990s was to have become

Puerto Rico’s largest resort but never got off the
ground, has started construction on a limited
scale, beginning with two 18-hole golf courses
and resort villas. He said a 500-slip marina like
that proposed for Discovery Bay (with an addi-
tional 280 dry-stack spaces) would constitute an
ideal complement to Costa Isabela.

“The Dominican Republic, with mega-resort
projects like Cap Cana, is attracting consumers
investing in second and third homes because
they have a product we don’t offer,” maintained
Aguada Mayor Berty Echevarría (NPP).
“Dozens of Puerto Ricans are taking their mon-
ey elsewhere because we have no options here
for them, and investors like Donald Trump
won’t even look at Puerto Rico. In the mean-
time, some 70 miles away, so close we can see
their lights at night, they’re investing billions of
dollars on a project like Cap Cana. Why can
they realize such dreams there, but we can’t do
it here?

“As it is,” he continued, “I have to go to La Par-
guera with my boat right now. That shouldn’t be
the case.”

For his part, Aguadilla Mayor Carlos Méndez
Martínez (NPP) explained that beyond its poten-
tial economic impact, which includes generating
some 1,500 direct and indirect jobs when opera-
tional for one of the most impoverished regions
on the island, Discovery Bay will have a major
social impact. He indicated that in the course of
10 years, Aguadilla paid the Army Corps of
Engineers some $100,000 to undertake a study to
determine how best to deal with the frequent
flooding that afflicts the municipality.

“They determined two levees would have to be
built, but neither the federal nor the state govern-
ment consider it a priority,” Méndez explained.
“In order for Discovery Bay’s inland marina to

be built, the Madre Vieja river will be channeled
and the two levees will contain the Culebrina riv-
er, saving some 4,000 families in Aguada and
Aguadilla from the threat of constant flooding.
This will be done as part of the cost of the pro-
ject, at no additional cost to the federal or state
governments.”

Alain Tiphaine, owner and general manager of
Villa Montaña Beach Resort in Isabela, looks
forward to the day when Discovery Bay becomes
a reality. “It would be phenomenal if it could
happen,” Tiphaine, a one-time head of the Puerto
Rico Tourism & Hotel Association, commented.
“The more hotel rooms, the more amenities, the
better it is for everyone in the region.”

While the mayors of Aguada and Aguadilla
have endorsed Discovery Bay and their respec-
tive municipal governments have become the
endorsing entities of the project before the Plan-
ning Board, Cordero indicated the agency is
dragging its feet. “We delivered an environmen-
tal impact statement to them months ago, and
they haven’t even acknowledged its receipt,” he
asserted.

Cordero said that he, along with the mayors of
Aguada and Aguadilla will be meeting with
functionaries from La Fortaleza and the PRTC to
discuss the project.

Echevarría pleaded, “Let this dream happen,”
while Méndez implored, “The Tourism Co.
needs to work with us to make this project a real-
ity. We had been suffering from a mental reces-
sion and now we have made that recession a real-
ity. I call on the government agencies to get their
act together and start giving us the permits we
need to move forward. In the meantime, the
Dominican Republic is moving further and fur-
ther ahead and if we don’t do something soon,
we’re going to be lost.” �
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Porta del Sol
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BY GABRIEL PARRA BLESSING
Gabriel@casiano.com

Desarrollos Urbanos, the development com-
pany responsible for projects like Ven-

tanas de Gurabo and Maralago Villas at Pal-
mas del Mar, is close to completing the first
phase of Ocean Sixteen, a luxury condomini-
um project comprised of 87 two-, three- and
four-bedroom apartments. Prices run from the
700,000s up to $2.8 million for condominium
units ranging from 1,646 square feet. to 4,145
square feet. R-G Mortgage is providing per-
manent financing, Fiedler Frias Architects is in
charge of architectural design and Jorge
Rosselló & Associates is supervising interior
design for the project.

The first of four “private clusters” of apart-
ments should be ready for delivery in the 

summer, while the entire project is due to 
be completed in 2008. Desarrollos Urbanos
President Adolfo González indicated some $65

million is being invested in the project, which
has created approximately 300 jobs during its
construction phase.

“It is important to create a significant second-
home market for foreigners, especially when
located around hotels and tourist hubs,”
González commented. “These projects don’t
just stimulate the economy during the con-
struction phase, they also attract people who
spend money in hotels and create permanent
jobs to provide them with all the services they
require.”

Ocean Sixteen owners will have access to the
Westin Río Mar Beach Golf Resort & Spa,
including its two championship golf courses, 13
tennis courts, 11 restaurants, Mandara Spa and
concierge services.

Amenities include an owners’ lounge with a
large screen TV, wine cellar, billiards and bar; a
gym; wading and infinity-edge pools; a spa;
and water sports storage facilities. Each apart-
ment will have two parking spaces available.
Owners will also have the option of making
their apartments available to the Westin Río
Mar rental program, with their condos function-
ing as condo hotel units. �

Ocean Sixteen luxury condominium takes
shape at Río Mar

Desarrollos Urbanos to begin deliveries in summer of $65 million project
adjacent to Westin Río Mar, makes use of resort facilities, rental program

The first of four condominium clusters at Ocean 
Sixteen will be ready for delivery this summer.

BY RAFAEL HERNÁNDEZ COLÓN

Puerto Rico adopted the
Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure in 1943. Since
then there have been two
comprehensive reviews of
the rules by our Supreme
Court. The first in 1958,
and the second in 1979.
Through these reviews the

rules have been updated on the basis of inter-
pretative Supreme Court decisions, by incorpo-
ration of amendments to the Federal Rules and
through amendments originated by committees
appointed by the Supreme Court to review the
rules.

The Commonwealth Constitution empowers
our Supreme Court to adopt rules of evidence
and of civil and criminal procedure for our judi-
cial system. These rules have to be submitted to
the Legislative Assembly at the beginning of
the next regular session and shall go into effect
60 days after the close of the session, unless
disapproved by the legislative assembly.  A
Committee headed by former Chief Justice José
A. Andreu García has been appointed by the
Supreme Court to undertake the third compre-
hensive review of the rules. This Committee is
currently undertaking such a task. 

The purpose of the Rules of Civil Procedure is
to guarantee a just, rapid and economic solution
to the cases coming before our courts. This
objective is perfectly in line with the needs of a
developed economy as to the certainty of rules
and as to the efficiency with which controver-
sies are processed and adjudicated.  The rules
however are just one factor in optimizing the
workings of a legal system.

The quality of the judges and attorneys; the
habits and culture in processing cases by judges
and attorneys; the administration of the courts,
particularly the secretarias or clerk offices; the
implementation of information technologies for
filing and processing of cases; the facilities—
court rooms, offices, equipment—available, the
support personnel such as district attorneys and
social workers, and of course, the budget of the
Judiciary play an important role in achieving
the objective of just, rapid, and economic solu-
tions to the increasing case load that confronts
the system.

The procedural rules are no doubt very impor-
tant but to make a significant improvement in
the system all the relevant factors must be
brought to bear. Chief Justice Hernández Den-
ton is making strong efforts to improve the
administration of the courts and to convert the
system to information technology. But the
cooperation of the Executive and Legislative
branches is necessary as to judicial appoint-
ments and budgetary requirements. The Puerto
Rican Bar also has a fundamental responsibility
in reforming the system.

That said, there are meaningful changes that
can be brought about through the rules. The

most important contribution that the new rules
can make to the efficient disposition of cases
through the Commonwealth Courts is in the
area of case management by the judges. Tradi-
tionally the movement of cases has been the
responsibility of the parties to the litigation,
principally the plaintiff. In our times of con-
gested calendars this has led to protracted and
costly litigation.

The modern trend in civil procedure is for the
prompt intervention of the judge to whom the
case is assigned in order to dispose of the case
if possible at an early stage or to schedule the
events in the procedure so as to bring the case

to a prompt resolution either by settlement or
decision of the court. This is case management.

Our Courts Administration, which operates
under the Chief Justice, has been bent on intro-
ducing case management into the system for
quite some time. Basically it has set about this
through training seminars for judges. This has
had limited success because since the present
rules do not require a prompt intervention by
the judges, some of them take it seriously, some
don’t.

For a modern economy to function well it
must have a reliable and efficient judicial sys-
tem. Litigation is costly. Lawyers, expert wit-
nesses, investigations, depositions, discovery,
all cost considerable amounts. And, then there
are the indirect costs of litigation. To businesses
sometimes the indirect costs are much more
than the direct costs. Take a case where a devel-
oper has to litigate with environmentalists for a
building permit while he has to pay interest to a
bank on his financing. If the case goes on for a
long time he may end up in Bankruptcy Court.

Proper case management by the Courts will
considerably reduce the costs and the uncertain-
ties as to the duration of litigation. The new
rules of Civil Procedure should provide for this.
They should structure procedures for cases
according to the monetary amount, or the inter-
est involved. Cases for $15,000 or less should
be given an expedited procedure such as the
one which exists under present Rule 60 of Civil
Procedure. These cases should go through
notice and summons from the court to the
defendant to present his defense at a hearing
where all the evidence should be presented and

the matter decided in open court. If the defen-
dant properly justifies to the court that he needs
discovery or that justice requires it, the court
should provide for the case to follow normal
procedure. In most cases the summary proce-
dure along the lines of Rule 60 will result in an
adjudication fewer than 90 days after the filing
of the complaint.

In all other contested cases the new rules
should provide for an initial conference to be
held by the judge promptly after the defendant
has filed his answer to the complaint. At this
conference the parties should disclose all their
evidence, stipulate the facts that they can agree

upon, indicate their discovery needs and
attempt settlement. If settlement is not reached,
and most of the times it will not be at such an
early stage, the court must enter a scheduling
order that will cover all procedural events until
final deposition.

In order to take into account the costs of liti-
gation, the scheduling order should provide dif-
ferent time frames for the procedural events to
unfold: cases involving the amount of more
than $15,000 but not more than $100,000 or
involving fundamental interests without mone-
tary claims should be set for trial within one
year after the scheduling order is issued. Cases
in excess of $100,000 should be set for trial
according to their complexity. Motions discov-
ery and pre-trial conferences would be set in
the scheduling order backwards from the trial
date.

The judge must then make sure the parties
stick to the scheduling order. He must follow up
through status conferences and prompt inter-
vention to settle procedural disputes so that the
process can move forward.

The new rules can make an important contribu-
tion to the economic and efficient dispatch of lit-
igation by structuring case management in a
compulsory way for all contested civil cases.
This will go a long way towards providing Puer-
to Rico with a more efficient court system. �
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New rules of civil procedure 

Rafael Hernández Colón is a three-term (12-year) former
governor of Puerto Rico (1973-76 and 1985-92). He
served as secretary of justice (1965-67) & president of
the Senate (1969-72). He was president of the Popular
Democratic Party for 19 years.
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